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1. What is MoonDB?
MoonDB is a NASA-funded collaboration between the Johnson Space Center (JSC) and EarthChem (a data facility for
geochemical data operated as part of IEDA - the Interdisciplinary Earth Data Alliance) to digitally restore and synthesize
lunar sample data from the literature as well as quality-controlled unpublished legacy data to make them “fit for reuse”. Modeled after the successful concept and architecture of the PetDB database, MoonDB will be an integrated,
web-accessible, quality-controlled and searchable database system.
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4. Preserve and publish new and legacy datasets at the EarthChem Library
Dataset access can be restricted and
kept private for up to two years, e.g.,
01/01/2018
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Benefits:
• Open Access – access to the ECL is open
and free for use.
• Long term archive – the ECL guarantees
long-term availability of its content
through collaboration with Columbia
University Libraries Digital Portal.
• Data Management Compliance – fulfill
NSF data management requirements by
linking datasets to NSF Award Numbers.
• Record-keeping – keep a safe,
organized, online record of your
datasets prior to manuscript
publication.
• Dataset access can be restricted and
kept private for up to two years.
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Clockwise from Left: A. Apollo 17 scientist-astronaut Harrison H. Schmitt collects
lunar rake samples at the Taurus-Littrow landing site. B. Photo of lunar basalt
70017, showing vugs and vesicles. Sample is about 10 cm across. C. A sawn face
lunar regolith breccia 60016 brought back by Apollo 16 mission. The sample is
about 15 cm wide. D. Scanned and labeled image of a thin section for lunar sample
15426,72 using back scattered election detector E. standard thin section of lunar
sample 70315 under the polarized light microscope image. F. Microscopic view of
lunar volcanic glass.

2. Why MoonDB?
About 2,200 samples were collected from the Moon during the Apollo missions, forming a unique and irreplaceable
legacy of the Apollo program. A vast body of petrological and geochemical data has been collected from these
samples. Unfortunately, most lunar data currently only exist in analog format, dispersed across a vast number of PDF
files (e.g., the Lunar Sample Compendium). Many datasets in older publications lack sample and analytical metadata
(e.g., information about analytical procedure and data quality), which greatly limits their usage for new scientific
endeavors. Even worse is that much lunar data have never been published, partly because no forum existed at the
time (e.g., electronic supplements). Making these data and metadata publicly accessible, searchable and
downloadable in a digital format could help guide current and future research and minimize duplicated analyses.

DOI allows for proper
citation of data

Capabilities:
• Ensure proper citation of your data –
datasets can be identified, shared,
published, and cited using a Digital
Object Identifier (DOI).

3. How will MoonDB work?
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The EarthChem Library (ECL) is a data
repository that archives, publishes, and
makes accessible data and other digital
content from geoscience research.
www.earthchem.org/library
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• Search and download data – search
by author, location, unique sample
identifiers, data type, or keyword.

5. Submitting data is easy!

Step 1: Select search criteria
Based on location, mission, sample type,
chemistry, etc.
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Step 2: Select Data
Check boxes to select individual chemical
items or groups
Step 3: View Result
View compiled geochemical data
Links to sample metadata
Links to detailed analytical information
Links to references
Step 4: Download Data
With precompiled data and metadata

Above: An example of how the MoonDB
search interface can be used (modeled
after PetDB and EarthChem portal).
http://www.earthchem.org/petdb
http://www.earthchem.org/portal
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• Datasets can be submitted with user friendly templates,
downloadable at www.earthchem.org/data/templates.
• Datasets published with ECL are assigned DOI numbers so that they
can be properly linked and cited.
• Sample metadata are archived and linked using IGSN - International
Geo Sample Numbers, which are globally unique and persistent
sample identifiers.
• Like social security numbers, IGSN do not replace original sample
names. IGSN ensure unambiguous citation of samples in laboratory
and publications; and linkage of dispersed sample data and
metadata, including sampling techniques, images, ownership and
parent-child relationships.
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